The Principles Of Nature In The Lyric Poem I Wandered
Lonely As A Cloud
Poetry is a work of art that has survived for thousands and thousands of years. Poetry is tied in
with communicating those considerations and sentiments we keep the most suppressed, we
connect our hearts and our minds to ourselves and our surroundings. It's about discovering
harmony.
William Wordsworth splendidly acknowledged the lyric poem “I wandered lonely as a cloud,”
identifies the principles of nature. Despite the fact that innovations in section of time is rapidly
evolving, pushing more youthful ages into development and continuing to manipulate our
normal lives; how we communicate, how we learn and how we stay connected. Wordsworth
emphasises the nature and the natural things. Wordsworth demonstrated to us the significance
of romanticism in his verses relatively few artists do these days. The flowing movements and
patiences people share with nature, we resonate with these standards in our lives. Our
association with nature still connects intentionally or unwittingly and is more prominent power
that transcends time. There is something about a human truth expressed in poetry that has the
power to reach us on both an emotional and intellectual level though nature.
Roughly 1799 to 1850s Wordsworth spent most of his childhood and adolescence in Lake
District. Wordsworth’s development of a poetic mind began with the absence of the
inconvenience of civilisation. His observations of natural phenomena opened up to his optimism
and creativity. The thoughts were reviewed from his youth of each activity upon it by its natural
environment.
The statements of metaphorical language known as figures of speech have turned out to be
common to the point that there are correlations of illustration, embodiment and likenesses in our
language and writing. Wordsworth utilisation of non literal language is motivational and pass on
certainties.
In stanza three, Wordsworth utilises an allegory between the waves waving in the lake “A poet
could not but be gay, In such a jocund company.” Wordsworth mirror the standards of the
romantic age and the theme nature. A definitive wellspring of satisfaction for romantics was the
nature and its appreciation. Wordsworth felt that he could not help himself but to be cheerful,
joyful and high spirited in the presence of ten thousand daffodils that were dancing in the breeze
before him.
In stanza two, Wordsworth begins with the comparison between daffodils along the lake and
stars in the Milky Way “Continuous as the stars that shine and twinkle on the Milky Way.” The
daffodils which secured the shore of the lake appeared to never end like the stars in the sky.
Wordsworth wants readers to feel the same sensational of nature and reach out to the beauty
and joy nature brings us.
In stanza four, Wordsworth describes what he gained from the experience “They flash upon
that inward eye.” The recollections of those daffodils turn into his wellspring of happiness in his
isolation, his heart is then loaded up with delight as though he was hitting the dance floor with
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the daffodils. His total dismissal of the recently created modern world allowed him to departure
to nature.
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